LEGEND
- PROPOSED CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA
- PROPOSED COVERED PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
- PROPOSED JERSEY BARRIER
- PROPOSED CRASH BARREL

PAVEMENT MARKING LEGEND
1. 10cm SOLID WHITE LINE
2. 10cm WHITE LINE AT 1.5m x 1.5m CYCLE
3. 10cm WHITE LINE AT 1m x 1m CYCLE
4. 50cm SOLID WHITE LINE
5. 10cm SOLID YELLOW LINE
6. SOLID WHITE BIKE LANE SYMBOL

NOTE:
INFORMATION ON THIS PLAN IS BASED ON OFFICE RECORDS AND IS SUBJECT TO FIELD VERIFICATION.
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE APPROXIMATE.
EXISTING PAVEMENT MARKING IS SHOWN IN GREY.
PROPOSED PAVEMENT MARKING IN SHOWN IN BLACK.
PROPOSED PAVEMENT MARKING TO BE INSTALLED BY CONTRACTOR.

CONSTRUCTION STAGING AREA
SHERBOURNE STREET: KING STREET E - FRONT STREET E
AND
ABBEY LANE: SHERBOUNTE ST TO A POINT APPROXIMATELY 27.0m EAST OF SHERBOURNE ST
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